WHY CHOOSE RBS?
Ask around. Our clients, some of them multi-generational, have worked with us for decades; more than one
institutional client has been with us for more than a century. Put another way, clients have included us in
their journey as they evolve and grow. They asked us to protect them, go to bat for them, navigate deals,
and help them understand their rights. Our clients believe we do these things well, and we continue to
endeavor to earn each client’s loyalty with every piece of work.
We have argued before all levels of court, conducted mediations, navigated arbitrations, and negotiated
settlements. We have also represented clients in deals worth hundreds of millions and others
worth thousands, as most big businesses begin small. We have witnessed our lion’s share of budding
business and start-ups become larger and successful. Our lawyers and staﬀ in personal injury, family law,
and wealth preservation are compassionate and skilled. Their sensitivity is matched with their ﬁerceness in
representing our clients, advancing their position, and protecting their rights.
Local and international law ﬁrms send us their clients in all of our core areas of service. They have for
decades. Other ﬁrms know that we are familiar with virtually all signiﬁcant transactions in BC dating back
more than a century.
Our ﬁrm is large enough for us to learn from each other and to collaborate on your legal matter as
warranted. We have the ability to assign the most appropriate lawyer to your ﬁle and not “over lawyer” your
ﬁle where there is no beneﬁt to you. We are of a size that every client is important to us and that is the way
we like it.
Our ﬁrm’s culture is respectful, diverse, and community-oriented. We have gathered an enviable group of
individuals who share our collective passion for caring about you, our clients, who have chosen to work with
us over many other law ﬁrms and companies.
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